
The  Europeans:  Gas  War  is
Behind  Washington  Quitting
the Iranian Nuclear Deal

“It is clear that the upcoming investments will not happen, I
do not know which of the major international companies will
risk it,” he predicted in an interview with Agence France-
Presse.
Washington, ignoring the Europeans’ warnings that it would re-
impose the sanctions imposed under the multilateral agreement
in 2015, has been back on Iran in return for a pledge to
freeze its nuclear program.

US  Secretary  of  State  Mike  Pompeo  warned  that  European
companies, which would continue to deal with Iran in sectors
banned under US sanctions, would “be held responsible.”

The United States launched a strategy to search for markets to
sell its natural gas and exported 17.2 billion cubic meters in
2017 to EU ports.
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According to EHSMarket, the total capacity to import natural
gas in Europe will increase by 20% by 2020.

Lower  gas  on  horizon  as
Gazprom  agrees  to  market
approach

Millions of consumers and industries could stand to win after
the  world’s  biggest  natural  gas  exporter  agreed  to  match
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prices in central and eastern Europe with markets in the west.
As part of an accord to settle a seven-year-old antitrust case
with  European  regulators,  Gazprom  agreed  to  remove
restrictions on pipeline flows, and give customers the right
to resell, swap and check their rates against markets in the
Netherlands and Germany.
The agreement brings customers in the east more in line with
the conditions western utilities from RWE to Eni have sought
from Gazprom through negotiations or via the courts.
“I expect to see lower gas prices in southeast Europe as
Gazprom brings them closer to those paid by the buyers in
western Europe,” said Elchin Mammadov, a utilities analyst at
Bloomberg Intelligence in London.
The settlement will speed up the transformation of how Gazprom
runs its business in Europe, said Simone Tagliapietra, analyst
at the Bruegel think-tank in Brussels. “Gazprom is aware that
the European gas market is changing,” she said. “They are
simply adapting to the new market conditions.”
The  agreement  is  more  effective  than  immediately  slapping
Russia’s state-run export monopoly with a fine because it
includes binding pledges to enable the free flow of gas at
competitive prices in Central and Eastern Europe, the European
Commission said on Thursday.
“These obligations will significantly change the way Gazprom
operates  in  central  and  eastern  Europe  to  the  benefit  of
millions of European consumers when they heat their houses,
when they cook their food and to the benefit of European
businesses  who  rely  on  gas  for  their  production,”  EU
Competition Commissioner Margrethe Vestager told reporters in
Brussels on Thursday.
Because  of  Gazprom’s  “monopolistic”  position  in  eastern
Europe, it’s those nations that will benefit the most from the
agreement  and  help  cut  prices,  said  Geoffroy  Hureau,  the
secretary-general of Cedigaz, a Paris-based industry research
group. Meanwhile, the company’s biggest client in Europe is
just happy that the case is coming to an end.
“These things dragged on for too long – they are a burden to



discussions on other topics,” Uniper’s chief executive officer
Klaus  Schaefer  said  in  an  interview  in  St  Petersburg.
“Therefore to get clarity on this in due course is important.”
Uniper was spun off from EON SE two years ago. EON was among
the first utilities to seek more flexible terms from Gazprom
back in 2009. The financial crisis had damped demand for the
fuel and made market rates, which utilities use to sell the
fuel to their own clients, cheaper than fuel from Gazprom.
The  settlement  comes  as  Russia  faces  UK  accusations  it
poisoned a double agent that sparked the largest collective
expulsion of Russian intelligence officers. Still, a thaw in
relations with Europe – an opportunity for rapprochement –
came this month when the US pulled out of the Iran nuclear
deal, angering other world powers. The EU’s antitrust case has
been a thorn in Gazprom’s side since regulators conducted
raids in 2011. But geopolitics crept into the antitrust case
from the start after Russian President Vladimir Putin signed a
decree in 2012 that gave the government the right to protect
Gazprom from EU inquiries, but the commission stuck with its
case.
Customers that bought gas originally for delivery to Hungary,
Poland or Slovakia, can choose to have Gazprom deliver all or
part of it to Bulgaria or the Baltic States instead and vice
versa against a fee, the EU said.
But  despite  the  outlook  for  better  deals  in  the  region,
Poland’s Deputy Foreign Minister Konrad Szymanski told state
newswire PAP he was disappointed that there were no penalties
or compensation for years of higher prices than their western
competitors. Lithuania doesn’t rule out appealing the decision
of  the  European  Commission  not  to  fine  Gazprom,  Interfax
reported, citing Prime Minister Saulius Skvernelis. “I know
that some would have liked to see us fine Gazprom instead, no
matter the solution on the table,” Vestager told reporters.
“But a fine would not have achieved all of our competition
objectives.” The Commissioner also underlined that if Gazprom
breaks any of these obligations, it can impose a fine of as
much as 10% of the company’s worldwide sales, without having



to  prove  an  infringement  of  EU  antitrust  rules.  The  EU
obligations will be in place for eight years. “It is the
enforcement of the Gazprom obligations that begins today,”
Vestager said.
Deputy chief executive officer Alexander Medvedev said that
Gazprom is “satisfied” with the settlement.
“We were always committed to cooperate in good faith in order
to  find  a  constructive,  mutually  acceptable  solution  in
accordance  with  the  established  procedure,”  he  said  in  a
statement.
“We  believe  that  today’s  decision  is  the  most  reasonable
outcome for the well-functioning of the entire European gas
market.”

Oil Drop Below $80 Vindicates
Cautious  Investors  Trimming
Bets
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 Hedge funds cut Brent wagers by most since June 2017
 Saudi  Arabia  signals  OPEC  and  allies  may  boost
production

Money managers’ reluctance to get behind the oil rally is
finally paying off.

Hedge funds trimmed their net-long position — the difference
between bets on a price increase and wagers on a drop — in
Brent crude by the most in almost a year. The cuts came as the
global benchmark capped its first weekly drop since early
April,  sliding  below  $80  a  barrel  after  Saudi  Arabia  and
Russia said OPEC and its allies may boost oil output in the
second half of the year.

“Traders thought that the market was in the process of topping



out,” John Kilduff, a partner at Again Capital LLC, a New
York-based hedge fund, said by telephone Friday. Oil prices
had  a  “swift  reaction  today  to  the  musings  by  OPEC  to
potentially add more supply to the market. We will be very
headline-driven over the next few weeks.”

Oil retreated from the highest prices in almost four years as
Russian and Saudi energy ministers signaled that the coalition
led by the Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries may
gradually raise oil production to assuage consumer anxiety
about higher prices. Their comments mark a major shift in
strategy for the historic alliance forged in 2016 to erase a
global crude glut.

“I think in the near future there will be time to release
supply” smoothly to avoid shocking the market, Saudi Energy
Minister  Khalid  Al-Falih  said  at  the  St.  Petersburg
International Economic Forum in Russia. When OPEC, Russia and
other  major  producers  meet  in  June  “we  will  do  what  is
necessary” to reassure buyers, the minister said.

He spoke after talks with his Russian counterpart Alexander
Novak, who said the output boost would start in the third
quarter, if it’s approved by other members of the group. Both



men  said  the  size  of  the  increase  was  still  subject  to
negotiation.

Hedge  funds  lowered  their  Brent  net-long  position  by  8.6
percent  in  the  week  ended  May  22  to  501,634  contracts,
according to ICE Futures Europe data on futures and options
released Friday. That was the biggest decline since June 2017.

Money managers’ net-long position in West Texas Intermediate
crude fell by 2 percent to 377,520 futures and options, the
lowest since November, according to U.S. Commodity Futures
Trading Commission released Friday. Longs slipped less than
0.1 percent, while shorts climbed 23 percent, the biggest jump
since April.

“You  want  to  get  out  of  the  long  positions  if  you  are
expecting that OPEC is going to increase production,” James
Williams,  president  of  London,  Arkansas-based  energy
researcher WTRG Economics, said by phone. “It makes perfect
sense for the folks that are long to say, ‘How much longer can
this thing continue to grow?’”

Disruption Threat
Crude had rallied earlier this month on the dual threat of
supply disruptions from Iran and Venezuela, which together
account for about 14 percent of OPEC’s production. Still, the
coalition is weighing the possibility of easing output limits
at a time when drillers are pumping record amounts of crude
from American shale basins.

“The market kind of overextended itself, ” Gene McGillian,
manager of market research for Tradition Energy in Stamford,
Connecticut,  said  by  phone.  “With  the  Saudis  now  saying
they’re limiting their production cuts and geopolitical risk
already priced in, there is going to be some uncertainty.”

A dearth of pipelines in West Texas’ Permian Basin, the most
prolific U.S. oil play, is leaving supplies trapped in the



region. That’s expanding the nation’s surplus of the fuel as
American production tops 10 million barrels a day.

U.S. inventories climbed by 5.78 million barrels to about 438
million barrels in the week ended May 18, data from the Energy
Information  Administration  showed.  That  was  a  surprise
increase compared with the 2 million-barrel decline predicted
in a Bloomberg survey.

But analysts and traders predict that stockpiles may decline
in the coming weeks, bolstering prices. Data provider Genscape
Inc. was said to report that inventories fell by about 475,000
barrels between May 18 and May 22 at the key pipeline hub in
Cushing, Oklahoma.

Oil prices have “been extremely extended for a long period of
time,” Kyle Cooper, a consultant at brokerage Ion Energy Group
LLC, said by phone Friday. The “EIA report was bearish with a
nearly 6 million-barrel build in total petroleum. The more
important thing is how that was followed up today with OPEC
and Russia regarding the possibility of removing some of those
supply constraints.”

Saudi  Arabia  and  Russia
Discuss  Scaling  Back  Global
Oil Cuts
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 Easing output curbs “on the table”; no decision yet:
Al-Falih
 OPEC, allies to discuss loosening supply caps in June:
Novak

Saudi Arabia and Russia, the oil producers who led the effort
to  shrink  a  global  glut,  said  they  are  discussing  easing
output curbs for the first time.30

While scaling back the supply caps is “on the table,” no
decision has been made, Saudi Arabian Energy Minister Khalid
Al-Falih said in an interview early Friday morning in St.
Petersburg. The Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries
and its partners will in June discuss loosening the curbs that
began in 2017, Russian counterpart Alexander Novak said at the
same interview after a meeting between the two officials.



Speculation  is  swirling  over  when  and  by  how  much  the
producers  will  scale  back  cuts  after  they  eliminated  an
inventory surplus that had sparked a price crash about four
years ago. Market uncertainty has risen following renewed U.S.
sanctions  on  Iran  that  may  curb  the  Islamic  Republic’s
exports,  and  as  economic  turmoil  in  Venezuela  drives  a
collapse of the OPEC member’s oil industry. Crude’s rebound is
also spurring concern that demand may falter.

Russia and Saudi Arabia share a common view on “consuming
countries’  anxiety  and  concerns  over  potential  supply
shortages,” Al-Falih said. “We will ensure that the market
remains in its trajectory towards rebalancing, but at the same
time we will not overcorrect.” The two nations will meet at
least two more times before OPEC and its partners gather in
Vienna next month, he said.

While Saudi Arabia has shown a desire for higher prices to
bankroll domestic economic reforms and underpin the valuation
of its state oil company in a planned initial public offering,
the top OPEC member and its allies are facing pressure from
consuming nations as well as crude producing companies.

High Enough



Indian Petroleum Minister Dharmendra Pradhan said earlier this
month that he expressed concern about rising crude and its
impact  on  consumers  to  Al-Falih.  He  added  that  the  Saudi
energy minister had assured him that the Middle East nation
and other producers would ensure that adequate supplies are
available and that prices remain reasonable. In developing
countries  from  Brazil  to  the  Philippines,  drivers  are
complaining  about  high  fuel  costs.

In Russia, some of the largest oil producers called for more
flexibility after almost 17 months of output curbs. The cuts
have achieved their goal and crude prices near $80 a barrel
are high enough, according to the bosses of Lukoil PJSC and
Gazprom Neft PJSC. Novak said that he will hold talks with the
nation’s  crude  producers  next  week  or  the  week  after  to
discuss the deal with OPEC.

“Earlier we said that we will monitor the market situation,
now we can say that we are looking into the issue” of a smooth
recovery in output to meet growing demand, Novak said in the
interview on Friday. He added that he and Al-Falih discussed
prices  and  the  market  situation,  including  Venezuelan
production  and  risks  related  to  Iran.

The Saudi minister said he’ll meet Novak again in Moscow on
June  14,  adding  that  another  meeting  between  the  two  is
possible before that.

U.S. Supply
In  Washington,  Democrats  are  using  high  gasoline  prices,
approaching $3 a gallon for the first time since 2014, as a
political tool, accusing the White House of not doing enough
to shield consumers.

Recent price gains have been driven by American actions such
as  President  Donald  Trump’s  withdrawal  from  a  2015  deal
between Iran and world powers that had eased sanctions on the
Persian  Gulf  state  in  exchange  for  curbs  on  its  nuclear



program. Earlier this month, Al-Falih and United Arab Emirates
Energy Minister Suhail Al Mazrouei said recent moves in oil
prices have been driven by geopolitics and that global supply
remains ample.

Additionally, record production in the U.S., which is not part
of the deal among global producers to cut output, is a key
issue that’s complicating strategy for OPEC and its allies.

Brent crude, the benchmark for more than half the world’s oil,
was down 0.4 percent at $78.49 a barrel at 7:31 a.m. in
London. Earlier this month, prices had traded above $80 a
barrel for the first time since November 2014. U.S. West Texas
Intermediate futures were at $70.49 a barrel in New York.

“We will be coordinating closely, monitoring the market almost
on a daily basis,” Al-Falih said on Friday. “We’ll consult
with other countries. Each of them has a voice and their
voices matter to us.”

TANAP  to  deliver  first
commercial gas on June 30
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– The project came in under budget from the original $11.7
billion down to $7.99 billion

First commercial gas from the Trans Anatolian Natural Gas
Pipeline Project (TANAP) to Turkey will begin transit by June
30, Saltuk Duzyol, TANAP’s general manager said on Tuesday.

TANAP, which will carry Azeri gas to Turkey and then onto
Europe, is currently 93.5 percent complete, Duzyol confirmed
at TANAP’s Eskisehir Measurement and Compressor station where
Turkey receives Azeri gas.

“Phase 0, which starts from the Turkey-Georgia border and ends
in Turkey’s Eskisehir province is almost completed,” Duzyol
said and added that the second part of the project – Phase 1 –
starts from Eskisehir and continues to the Ipsala district of
Edirne  on  the  Turkey-Greece  border,  where  TANAP  will  be
connected to the Trans Adriatic Pipeline (TAP), the pipeline
that will bring Azeri gas to European markets.

“We completed 80.7 percent of Phase 1. When we finish building
this phase, we will wait for TAP. The percentage of the total
completion of TANAP is currently 93.5 percent,” he said.



Phase 0, which started testing on Jan. 23, is still ongoing
but from June 30 commercial gas transfer will start, Duzyol
said.

The TANAP project has seen the employment of around 13,000 and
currently  has  around  7,000  employed.  The  project  had  82
million man-hours worked and the equivalent length of 175
million kilometers driven.

The project has also revealed many unexpected surprises during
its  construction  phase,  Duzyol  said,  disclosing  that  nine
species  of  bugs  were  discovered  along  with  a  new  plant
species, previously unknown to the scientific community.

“We also discovered 154 archeological sites during the route
selection and construction,” he added.

He said the total value of contracts signed for the project to
date is $5 billion.

– Project cost is under budget

Duzyol  lauded  the  project  management  and  the  procurement
process as a success in bringing the costs of the project
under budget.

The estimated investment cost was $11.7 billion at the start
of  the  project,  he  explained  adding  that,  and  “We  have
successfully pulled this figure down to $7.99 billion with the
procurement  process  and  project  management  we  have
successfully provided. I am proud to say that this is a huge
financial success.”

He disclosed that project partners awarded $3.75 billion in
credit  from  international  financial  institutions  and  the
European Union provided $10.2 million in grant aid.

The stakeholder numbers for the project have also increased
from three to four.



“The Southern Gas Corridor Company (SGC) had previously a 58
percent  share  but  transferred  a  7  percent  stake  to  SOCAR
Turkey. Currently, the SGC holds 51 percent, Turkey’s BOTAS 30
percent,  BP  12  percent  and  SOCAR  Turkey  7  percent,”  he
explained.

Duzyol also stressed that the TANAP pipeline could also be
used to transfer gas from the Eastern Mediterranean or Iraq,
conditional on sufficient demand and agreements.

TANAP’s initial capacity per year will be 16 billion cubic
meters from which Turkey will withdraw 6 billion cubic meters
while the remaining 10 billion cubic meters will be delivered
to Europe.

TANAP project to enter into
service  in  June:  Turkish
minister
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The Trans-Anatolian Natural Gas Pipeline (TANAP) project will
enter into service as of June 12, Energy and Natural Resources
Minister Berat Albayrak said on May 11.

“The opening ceremony will be held with the attendance of
Turkish  President  Recep  Tayyip  Erdoğan  and  Azerbaijan
President Ilham Aliyev on June 12,” Albayrak said during his
speech at a sector meeting in the northwestern province of
Bursa.

Project officials announced in April that the first gas would
be pumped on June 30.



TANAP, running from the eastern province of Ardahan on the
border with Georgia towards borders with Greece and Bulgaria,
is  the  central  and  longest  section  of  the  Southern  Gas
Corridor (SGC). The main aim of the SGC is to connect the
giant Shah Deniz gas field in Azerbaijan to Europe through the
South Caucasus Pipeline (SCP), TANAP, and the Trans Adriatic
Pipeline (TAP). The SCP runs from Azerbaijan to Turkey through
Georgia and the TAP starts in Greece and runs to Italy through
Albania and the Adriatic Sea.

The initial capacity of TANAP is expected to be 16 billion
cubic meters (bcm) of gas per year, gradually increasing to 31
bcm. Around 6 bcm of gas will be delivered to Turkey and the
remaining volume will be supplied to Europe.

Albayrak also said Turkey would start its first solo oil and
gas deep-sea drilling in the Mediterranean before the end of
this summer.



Shale’s  Public  Enemy  No.  1
Says  Short  the  Permian  and
Eagle Ford
(Bloomberg) — The geologist who earned the wrath of shale
drillers a decade ago with forecasts that natural gas was
about to run out is now warning that the Permian Basin has
just seven years of proven oil reserves left.

Arthur Berman, a former Amoco scientist who now works as an
industry consultant near Houston, said the Permian region of
Texas and New Mexico that currently pumps more oil than any
other North American field won’t last for long. And the Eagle
Ford shale about 350 miles (560 kilometers) away in South
Texas isn’t looking good either.

Berman’s  grim  outlook,  based  on  analyses  of  reserves  and
production  data  from  more  than  a  dozen  prominent  shale
drillers, flies in the face predictions from the U.S. Energy
Department,  Chevron  Corp.  and  others  that  the  Permian  is
becoming one of the dominant forces in global crude markets.

Permian output already exceeds that of three-fourths of OPEC
members.

“The best years are behind us,” Berman told a gathering of
engineers, geologists, lawyers and financiers at the Texas
Energy Council’s annual gathering in Dallas on Thursday. “The
growth is done.”

Berman came to prominence as a shale skeptic and peak-oil
advocate during the first decade of the new century, when
intensive fracking and sideways drilling techniques were just
beginning to unlock vast reserves of gas from shale fields in
Texas and Louisiana. At the time, his dire warnings that shale
gas  was  mostly  hype  drew  the  ire  of  fracking  pioneers
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including Devon Energy Corp. and Chesapeake Energy Corp.

In 2009, Devon’s exploration chief Dave Hager — who has since
risen to CEO — published an op-ed piece in an Oklahoma City
newspaper to refute Berman’s thesis. In it, Hager likened
shale to a World Series-winning home run and said Berman “is
in  the  stands  speculating  on  whether  the  slugger  is  on
steroids.”

Berman on Thursday said investors banking on shale fields to
make major contributions to future global crude supplies will
be disappointed: “The reserves are respectable but they ain’t
great and ain’t going to save the world.”

Still, he hasn’t sold the stock of shale driller EOG Resources
Inc.  that  he  inherited  from  his  deceased  father  “because
they’re a pretty good company.”

His parting advice to the assembled was, “Conserve what you’ve
got, learn to live with less, open your eyes and enjoy the
rest of your day.” No one participated in the Q and A session.

Rethink Gas for the Future EU
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The degree to which Europe increases its use of gas will
depend on the regulations put in place, on the efficiency of
the emissions trading system and on the ability to prove the
benefits brought by its use

This year Europe is facing a real winter, and many European
households  keep  themselves  warm  with  natural  gas.  Gas
consumption  in  power  generation  is  also  growing  and  is  a
strong  backup  for  the  increasing  levels  of  intermittent
renewable  energy.  All  told,  more  then  a  fifth  of  energy
consumption in the EU comes from the use of gas. According to
the Agency for the Cooperation of Energy Regulators (ACER) gas
demand in 2016 rose by 7 percent compared to 2015, reaching
4962 TWh (terawatt hours). Gas is a cost-effective part of
Europe’s energy mix, as the global market is well supplied and
prices remain competitive with other fuels. The International
Energy Agency (IEA) in its “Global Gas Security Review 2017”
notes  that  natural  gas  is  the  cleanest  and  least  carbon
intensive fossil fuel and that it is expected to play a key
role in the transition to a cleaner and more flexible energy
system. In its World Energy Outlook’s central scenario, the
IEA anticipates that natural gas will be the only fossil fuel
that will maintain its share in the energy mix in the coming
decades.  The  EU  is  an  integral  part  of  an  increasingly



globally interconnected gas market, but its own production,
while significant, in 2016 supplied only 27 percent of demand,
with  a  resultant  huge  reliance  on  both  pipeline  and  LNG
importation.

An efficient and liberalized interconnection
A  clear  asset  of  the  European  gas  industry  is  its
infrastructure network. Gas pipelines, distribution networks,
LNG  import  terminals  and  underground  storage  provides
necessary flexibility to the European energy system’s variable
seasonal demand. After 30 years of progressive liberalization
an interconnected gas market has emerged and continues to
develop in the EU. A good indicator of this is the fact that
75 percent of its gas is priced to within EUR1/MWh of the gas
trading hub in the Netherlands. Also significant gas flow
fluctuations are accommodated smoothly, and that results in
market  participants  being  flexible  in  their  response  to
changing market fundamentals. Developments in the LNG market,
such  as  new  supply  routes  like  the  Southern  Corridor,
additional interconnections in the internal energy market and
new focused legislation have fundamentally improved the EU’s
supply security. The fact that Russia has increased its market
share  to  34  percent  doesn’t  create  worries,  because  this
increase is happening in the competitive environment created
by  the  third  energy  market  legislation  package.  New  gas
discoveries close to the EU’s borders in the eastern part of
Mediterranean and the final investment decisions made for the
production from these sites provide an additional guarantee
for a secure gas supply. Still the question is asked whether
gas  is  a  transition  or  destination  fuel?  Some  voices  are
calling for an urgent phase-out of all fossil fuels, including
natural gas.

On the positive side, while methane can leak if not properly
handled from well to wheel, natural gas is the fossil fuel
that  emits  the  least  greenhouse  gases–about  half  the  CO2
produced by burning coal if properly produced, transported and



used.  Gas  is  also  well  placed  to  supply  back-up  to
intermittent renewable electricity because of its flexibility
and short start-up times. Because of these qualities gas is
sometimes referred to as a renewables best friend.

Nevertheless, on the negative side, natural gas is a fossil
fuel that emits substantial amounts of greenhouse gases–with
the  risk  that  venting,  flaring  and  leaking  can  more  than
offset gas advantages. According to Climate Action Tracker,
full lifecycle emissions, including the fuel chain and also
the  manufacturing  of  energy  conversion  technology,  implies
emissions in the range of 410-650 g CO2 eq/kwh for combined
cycle plants as the most effective combustion plants.

How to look at this contradiction? From one side, the use of
gas leads to good public acceptance, a vibrant internal market
and extensive infrastructure, all of which could provide for
Europe’s future energy system. From the other side gas leads
to greenhouse gas emissions that aren’t consistent with the
fight against climate change. Industry wants policymakers to
avoid picking winners in the fuel mix and instead focus on
setting frameworks for fuels to compete on the basis of the
three objectives: sustainability, affordability and security
of supply.

Renewables increasingly in focus
Today the EU is clearly focused on the promotion of renewable
energy. In 2015, renewable energy contributed 17 percent to
total final energy consumption. There are indications that the
stated objective of 20 percent of renewable energy in the EU’s
energy mix will be reached by 2020. The European Commission in
the  “Clean  energy  for  all  Europeans”  legislative  package
proposes an objective of 27 percent of the renewable energy
share  in  total  final  energy  consumption  by  2030.  The
International Renewable Energy Agency (IRENA) in February 2018
published a study “Renewable energy prospects for the European
Union.” It concludes that the EU could double the share of the
renewable energy in the energy mix from 17 percent in 2015 to



34 percent in 2030 with existing technologies if the right
enabling framework is established. The study emphasizes that
all EU countries have the cost-effective potential to use more
renewables and that to achieve this goal a yearly investment
of USD 73 billion would be required. But even using all this
renewable potential a majority of the energy supply in 2030
will be provided by fossil fuels. IRENA’s model shows that gas
will be the most used fossil fuel in 2030, but the presence of
coal will still be strong.

The EU, which accounts for about 10 percent of global GHG
emissions,  is  firmly  committed  to  fighting  climate  change
under an ambitious reading and implementation of the Paris
Agreement. The target is to cut the EU’s emissions by 80-95
percent  by  2050,  and  that  change  requires  that  the  EU’s
electricity,  transport  and  heating  and  cooling  sectors  be
carbon free by that time. Achieving such objectives while
reusing  part  of  the  existing  infrastructures  and  changing
much, but not all, of the existing energy system suggests that
the strategy has to mobilize all existing assets in the most
efficient way possible.

Blue gold as the route to low carbon transition…
Gas  offers  substantial  potential  to  replace  higher  carbon
emitting  fuels  to  work  in  partnership  with  renewables  to
satisfy  energy  demand  and  flexibility  needs.  Increased
electrification will drive some change in the role of gas in
the energy mix and increased coordination between power and
gas will be required to ensure the most efficient interaction
to deliver baseload and peak energy demand.

For a successful future of gas use it is important that carbon
pricing and trading are put on the right track. The revision
of the EU Emission Trading System (ETS) for the period after
2020  anticipates  that  sectors  covered  by  the  ETS  have  to
reduce their emissions by 43 percent compared to 2005. To this
end the overall number of emission allowances will decline at
an annual rate of 2.2 percent from 2021 onwards. This is a



considerable increase from the existing phase, where an annual
decline rate is 1.74 percent. We could expect a considerable
increase in carbon prices, accelerating departure of coal use
in the EU. Also, for gas as a fossil fuel carbon capture,
usage and storage will be important. Demonstrating that all of
this could be economically implemented and supported by an
appropriate regulatory framework and favorable public opinion
is crucial for the long-term future of natural gas use.

An interesting and promising avenue for the future of gas is
decarbonization by increased use of renewable (green) gas.
Renewable  gas–biomethane  and  hydrogen  notably–can  be
transported  in  existing  gas  pipes,  even  if  with  some
adaptations. This would be at a fraction of the cost to carry
the same amount of energy in the form of electrons, a ratio as
much as one to ten in favor of gas. There is also clear
political support for renewable gas. A good example is the
recent announcement by France’s President Emmanuel Macron to
support green gas production with a fund of 100 million euros.
Macron  has  also  promised  to  remove  some  administrative
bottlenecks related to this project. Actually France’s energy
transition law has a very ambitious target to provide 30 TWh
from renewable gas in final energy consumption by 2030. Some
experts believe that with appropriate support, the ambition
could be even greater.

The EU has some experience in producing and using biomethane
and hydrogen, but it is fair to say that there is a long way
to go before renewable gas becomes a significant part of the
energy mix, as volumes of biogas and biomethane have been very
modest.  In  2015  EU  member  countries–most  notably  the
northwestern countries–produced biogas equivalent to less than
20 bcm of natural gas, thereby covering a mere 4 percent of
total EU demand for gas. Only in Germany, which accounts for
half  of  total  EU  production,  can  this  be  considered  a
significant resource at this stage. For reasons of cost and
technical constraints, only a small part of the gas thereby



produced has been injected into the natural gas grid, most of
it being used to produce heat and power locally. To understand
how ambitious objectives could be in the years to come, one
must consider a variety of bottlenecks in the production,
transport, storage and application of renewable gas.

… And the near future is in biogas
To start with what already works, sufficient knowledge and
techniques  are  presently  available  to  produce  biogas  from
landfills  and  sewage  mostly  using  anaerobic  digestion
technology. CO2 needs to be removed from produced biogas and
other purification must be carried out to get biomethane that
meets the necessary standards to be injected into the natural
gas grid. Such upgrading is, of course, costlier if applied to
the relatively small volumes available from given farm or
landfill.  The  gasification  of  woody  biomass  could  produce
higher volumes and help scale up installations, but so far
such technology is still used only in pilot projects.

A lot of expectations are put on producing renewable gas from
renewable  electricity.  The  surplus  of  intermittent  solar
and/or wind energy could be stored in the form of hydrogen by
running at least part of such surplus through electrolyzers.
Today, such a surplus translates into negative prices in the
wholesale power market. Doing so on a large scale is being
considered in connection with large North Sea offshore-wind
projects. Breakthroughs are still needed, however, in power-
to-gas  technologies,  as  electrolyzers  able  to  work
intermittently are presently costlier to build and operate.
The significant capital costs also need to be spread over
enough hours and days of operation to make the per gas-unit
cost acceptable.

Renewable  gas  could  be  transported  by  trucks,  dedicated
pipelines  and  the  EU-wide  natural  gas  grid.  It  would  be
especially  convenient  to  use  the  existing  grid  for
transporting renewable gas. Hydrogen can be injected into the
natural gas grid, but it influences combustion behavior and



materials integrity, which sets limits. Also, a higher flow
rate is required to meet demand, because hydrogen’s volumetric
energy density is substantially lower than natural gas. As for
biomethane, its injection is less constrained than that of
hydrogen, provided that gas quality checks have been carried
out.  Today  each  EU  country  has  established  its  own
limitations, and regulations related to injections of hydrogen
can  differ  widely  even  between  neighboring  coun-tries.
Challenges  also  exist  when  one  envisions  the  storage  of
significant  volumes  of  renewable  gas,  notably  hydrogen.
Methanization can then appear as an attractive alternative, as
hydrogen can also be turned into methane when combined with
CO2, and this does away with technical constraints regarding
transport  and  use.  The  challenge  then  arises  as  to  which
sources  of  CO2  would  be  acceptable  and/or  preferable  to
produce biomethane.

Biomethane could substitute natural gas in almost every sector
and application. In industry, renewable gas could serve both
as an energy source and a feedstock. It could be used for
residential sector heating. By contrast, hydrogen today is
used  mostly  in  industry.  A  hydrogen-driven  economy  will
therefore require a more pro-found transformation. In mobility
the potential use of renewable gas is substantial with the
exception  of  air  transport.  While  some  countries  have
developed very significant fleets of gas-powered vehicles, in
many others use of renewable gas in transport is hampered by
the  lack  of  refueling  infrastructure.  The  interesting
breakthrough for the use of renewable gas could come with
decreasing costs for hydrogen fuel cells vehicles.

The decarbonization of the gas sector could develop step by
step.  In  this  respect  certificates,  whether  Guarantee  of
Origin (GoOs) certificates for green gases or CO2 certificates
used as offsets could play a role in facilitating acceptance
and lowering costs. Altogether, it is correct to say that
measures to promote renewable gas are relevant to all elements



of the gas value chain.

A key role in Europe’s energy economy
Gas–both  natural  and  renewable–  clearly  has  a  place  in
Europe’s future energy economy. The part of it in the EU’s
energy mix will depend on political frameworks put in place,
from the efficiency of an improved emission trading system and
from the gas industry demonstrating the benefits of gas use in
decarbonized energy system. It is difficult to speculate about
the part of gas in the EU’s energy mix by 2050. We could try
to extrapolate the results of the aforementioned study by
IRENA: “Renewable energy prospects in the European Union.” At
the level of 27 percent in the EU’s energy mix by 2030, fossil
fuels will have a share of 62 percent. The part of natural gas
from this share is roughly 40 percent and that would mean 25
percent for natural gas in the energy mix. Renewable gas could
grow in the period to 2030 to 8-12 percent from the current 4
percent level of natural gas consumption. With the growth of
the renewable component of the energy mix, fossil fuels will
decline, but the part of natural gas in the fossil fuels is
increasing. All this could bring an increased share of gas in
the EU’s energy mix.

Andris Piebalgs
Politician and diplomat, he is a councilor of the President of
Latvia and he was European Commissioner for Energy (Barroso I)
and for Development (Barroso II). He was also a minister of
Finance and Public Education of Latvia, in addition Chairman
of the commission for the budget and finances of Parliament.
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Lebanon-Israel  maritime
dispute:  Rules  of
(diplomatic) engagement

Thus  far  attempts  to  resolve  the  dispute  have  been
unsuccessful, but while the challenge is clearly a difficult
one, the situation is far from irretrievable if the parties
practice restraint and resolve to settle their differences via
diplomacy and dialogue.

BEIRUT: Tensions between Lebanon and Israel are flaring once
again, this time over the demarcation of their maritime border
and, therefore, the rightful ownership of offshore oil and gas
deposits.

Thus  far  attempts  to  resolve  the  dispute  have  been
unsuccessful, but while the challenge is clearly a difficult
one, the situation is far from irretrievable if the parties
practice restraint and resolve to settle their differences via
diplomacy and dialogue, however indirect.
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Diplomatic efforts are complicated by several factors which
block  many  of  the  usual  avenues  of  dispute  resolution.
Awareness of these factors and the conditions they impose is a
must, especially from the perspective of Lebanon, which will
need to walk a virtual tightrope if it is to protect its
rights while avoiding both further escalation of the conflict
and any erosion of its refusal to recognize Israel.

First and foremost, Lebanon and Israel have no diplomatic
relations, having remained in a legal state of war since 1948.
Lebanon does not recognize Israel, armed non-stated groups
have periodically used its territory as a staging area for
attempts to liberate Palestine from Israeli occupation, and
Israel has attacked, invaded, and/or occupied Lebanon numerous
times, the most recent large-scale conflict having taken place
in 2006.

The plain fact is that the absence of diplomatic relations is
highly problematic for disputes over offshore resources. Most
maritime demarcations are set out in treaties between the
countries in question, which then serve as legal bases for any
necessary adjudication of disputes. Israel and Lebanon have no
such  treaty,  and  there  is  no  prospect  in  the  foreseeable
future of any kind of reconciliation that would allow them to
so much as discuss one.

In addition, the two parties appear to disagree not just on
the angle at which the southern boundary of Lebanon’s EEZ
should extend from the border along the coast, but also on
where, precisely, that coastal border lies. Obviously, then, a
purely bilateral process is out of the question. And as we
shall  see  below,  the  absence  of  relations  also  throws  up
obstacles  for  the  conventional  use  of  international
institutions.

Second, while Lebanon has signed and ratified the primary
international agreement on maritime border demarcation, the
1982 United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS),
Israel has not. Accordingly, there is no binding mechanism



under which either state can refer the maritime border dispute
for resolution without the express agreement of the other.
However, since Israel has signed an Exclusive Economic Zone
agreement  with  Cyprus,  Lebanon  does  have  options  on  this
level.

One could lodge some form of protest against Cyprus on the
basis  that  its  EEZ  pact  with  Israel  prejudges  Lebanon’s
borders, but that seems unlikely and even more inadvisable as
it would jeopardize Beirut’s strong relations with Nicosia.
Alternatively,  Lebanon  could  invite  Cyprus  to  join  it  in
seeking conciliation under Article 284 of UNCLOS in order to
resolve the dispute caused by the Israel-Cyprus EEZ agreement
with Israel. Cyprus would have the right to reject such an
approach, but it is certainly worth investigating what the
Cypriot stance would be. If Cyprus has no objections, this
kind of proceeding would demonstrate Lebanon’s commitment to
its obligation, under the UN Charter, to seek the peaceful
resolution of disputes.

Third, while states regularly refer maritime border disputes
for resolution to the International Court of Justice (ICJ)
this is typically done by way of a special agreement between
the states. This is because, as is, in fact, the case for
Lebanon and Israel, very few states have signed up to the
compulsory  jurisdiction  of  the  ICJ.  Unless  a  state  has
accepted the compulsory jurisdiction of the ICJ, claims cannot
be  brought  against  it  before  the  ICJ  without  its  express
agreement in relation to a specific claim.

It is unlikely that either Lebanon or Israel would consider
submitting the maritime border dispute to the ICJ for fear
that  this  might  set  a  legal  and/or  politico-diplomatic
precedent. Israel has only ever invoked the ICJ’s jurisdiction
once, in 1953, while Lebanon has been involved in two cases
before the ICJ, most recently in 1959. Since the ICJ’s 2004
advisory opinion reprimanded Israel for the construction of
its wall around the Occupied West Bank, it is unlikely that



Israel would consider referring any dispute, let alone one
with Lebanon, to the ICJ. Lebanon’s reservations with regard
to  appointing  the  ICJ  or  any  third  party  to  resolve  the
maritime border dispute are two-fold.

First, it has concerns that Israel would seek to condition any
agreement to refer the maritime dispute to the ICJ or any
other international tribunal provided that Lebanon agrees to
subject all border issues for resolution by such body. Second,
it  worries  that  any  direct  agreement  with  Israel  to  seek
third-party  involvement  to  resolve  the  dispute  may  be
considered as de facto and de jure recognition of the state of
Israel.

Third, and perhaps most importantly, even if the Lebanese-
Israeli dispute were to be heard by ITLOS, the ICJ, or some
other legal forum (e.g. ad hoc arbitration), the process would
have to root its decision(s) in a body of law that would
necessarily  include  what  is  referred  to  as  “Customary
International Law” (CIL) – which neither Israel nor Lebanon
accepts in its entirety.

Israel’s policy has long been to stay out of multilateral
agreements that presume its acceptance of any international
law  –  customary  or  otherwise  –  that  might  expose  its
occupation and settlement policies, inter alia, to independent
scrutiny  and/or  sanction.  In  other  words,  when  Israel
“rejects” “accusations” that it’s settling of occupied land
violates international law, it does not deny that it commits
the acts in question: it simply states its refusal to be bound
by a law it does not recognize.

In  practice,  CIL  allows  for  countries  to  remain  largely
outside its reach, but only if they consistently reject its
applicability; governments cannot “cherry-pick” which laws to
obey based on how they are affected in a particular case. Once
you accept CIL in any way, shape, or form, you risk coming
under its jurisdiction – a fate that Israel has worked hard to



avoid for more than 70 years.

Beirut’s approach is subtly different. Basically, it is happy
to enter into multilateral agreements that commit it to meet
certain standards, but only provided that doing so neither
implies  any  recognition  of  Israel  nor  subjects  all  of
Lebanon’s borders to the judgment of the ICJ, whose verdicts
are final and cannot be appealed. That leaves room – not a
lot, but some – for the Lebanese state to achieve satisfaction
on  the  offshore  issue  without  sacrificing  its  general
positions  vis-à-vis  Israel  and  borders.

In addition, while there are particular elements that make the
Lebanon-Israel  dispute  unique  in  some  ways,  the  general
conditions, in this case, are not unusual. Every coastal state
on the planet, for instance, has at least one maritime zone
that overlaps with that of another state, and many of these
disputes  remain  unresolved.  In  the  Eastern  Mediterranean
alone, several pairs of countries have yet to sign bilateral
agreements on the boundaries between their respective EEZs,
including Cyprus and Turkey, Cyprus and Syria, Greece and
Turkey,  and  Israel  and  Palestine.  Moreover,  many  of  the
bilateral maritime treaties that have been reached are opposed
by neighboring countries with overlapping zones – as is the
case with Lebanon’s opposition to the Israel-Cyprus deal.

What these cases demonstrate is that even when there is plenty
of bad blood but no delineation agreement between two states,
there is no need to go to war. Quite the contrary, states with
sharply  opposed  interests  can  and  do  coexist  despite  the
absence of an agreed maritime boundary. All they have to do is
show restraint and practice a modicum of common sense – which
is what all states are supposed to do in any event, under
their UN Charter obligations.

Restraint  and  (indirect)  dialogue  should  be  especially
attractive in this case, not least because there is likely to
be significant outside support for some kind of solution. In



addition to the UN and US efforts, the involvement of France’s
TOTAL, Italy’s ENI, and Russia’s Novatek in the region means
that each of their respective governments, plus the European
Union as a whole, has a vested interest in using their own
good offices to mediate an understanding that would, at the
very least, open up Lebanon’s Block 9 – thus far its most
promising acreage – for exploration.

The real difference between this dispute and others is in the
urgency, and that works both ways. It is true, for instance,
that the threshold for conflict between Lebanon and Israel is
lower than those between other neighbors: threats and even the
actual use of force are habitual features of Israeli foreign
policy, memories of shooting wars are fresher in Israel and
Lebanon than most other places, and the value of the resources
means there is plenty to fight over.

On the other hand, those same memories should serve as useful
reminders that war is an inherently expensive business, and
that any future conflict will extract a heavy cost – human,
financial, reputational, etc. – from all concerned. The same
goes for the stakes: with so much to gain from drilling and so
much  to  lose  from  fighting,  both  countries  have  a  clear
interest in removing obstacles so that their respective oil
and gas sectors can be developed as quickly as possible.

The important thing for Lebanon is to keep showing good faith
and  demonstrating  commitment  to  its  obligations  to  uphold
peace and security as a signatory to the UN Charter, and thus
far it has lived up to this responsibility. While remaining
consistent in its refusal to even tacitly acknowledge Israel
as a state, Beirut has engaged with two consecutive US envoys
who have used a form of shuttle diplomacy to mediate the
dispute. It also has made repeated appeals to the UN to help
settle  the  matter.  Whatever  happens  in  the  future,  it  is
crucial that Lebanon retains this cooperative stance, for it
not only protects its legal rights but also helps contain
tensions  that  might  otherwise  cause  Israel  to  act



unilaterally.

One of the levers Lebanon can use to keep demonstrating a
constructive position is in UN Security Council Resolution
1701, which ended the 2006 war.

Paragraph 10 of that document gives Lebanon (and Israel) the
option to request that the UN Secretary-General proposes the
delimitation of the Lebanese-Israeli border. Beirut has indeed
asked for the Secretary General’s intervention, but it can
help its cause by remaining focused on the issue, particularly
the application of UNSCR 1701(10). Again, even if this effort
falls short, it cannot but help to have a positive influence
on tensions and to further burnish Lebanon’s stature as a
responsible state seeking peaceful resolution of a dispute
with another party.

Apart from being meticulous about its commitment to peace and
security,  Lebanon’s  leadership  also  needs  to  be  open  and
transparent with the general public, whose expectations for
the oil and gas sector should be based on facts, not wishes.
Educating  public  opinion  will  serve  not  only  to  address
concerns  that  oil  and  gas  revenues  will  be  squandered  by
domestic mismanagement, but also reduce fears that Lebanese
officials will sacrifice the national interest for the sake of
their own personal gain.

The average Lebanese needs to understand that diplomacy often
requires  give-and-take,  and  that  when  it  comes  to  energy
especially, there are few zero-sum games: both sides often
gain  by  accepting  something  less  than  their  maximalist
positions – or at least by allowing the time for due process
to play out. In this instance, much has been made of the fact
that Israel could end up sharing the revenues from any oil- or
gasfield that straddles the eventual boundary between the two
parties’ respective EEZs. That is certainly possible, but it
is  also  not  especially  relevant:  the  same  rules  of
international law apply to straddling fields the world over,



including some shared by mutually hostile nations. The same
fact  also  cuts  both  ways  because  any  agreement  requiring
Lebanon to share straddling fields first identified on its
side of the line would likewise require Israel to do the same.
While  Lebanon  might  indeed  have  to  share  the  potential
revenues  of  fields  that  have  yet  to  produce  (or  even  be
explored),  therefore,  the  same  international  law  principle
could well require Israel to share in those of fields that
already  are  producing,  possibly  including  some  highly
lucrative  ones.

Of course, simply convincing Lebanese citizens that a fair
settlement can be reached is not the same as promising that
one will be reached. Nonetheless, it must be acknowledged that
a) the Lebanese case is a strong one; and that b) Israel might
well be convinced to accept an arrangement that falls well
short of its stated demands.

The strength of Lebanon’s position goes all the way back to
the  1923  Paulet-Newcomb  Agreement,  which  sets  the  border
between what were then French Mandate Lebanon and British
Mandate Palestine, and the 1949 Armistice Agreement, which
ended  hostilities  in  the  1948  war  between  an  independent
Lebanon and the recently established “state” of Israel. In the
words of Israel’s own Ministry of Foreign Affairs (website),
the 1949 document “ratified the international border between
former Palestine and Lebanon as the armistice line”. This is
important,  not  only  because  the  Paulet-Newcomb  pact  sets
Lebanon’s  southern  border  at  Ras  Naqoura,  an  advantageous
point (for Lebanon) from which to delimit the two sides’ EEZs,
but also because in the absence of bilateral relations and
therefore  of  a  substantial  record  of  cross-border  trade,
diplomacy,  or  other  non-military  interaction  regarding  the
border, documents like these carry even more weight than might
otherwise be the case.



Other factors also bode well for Lebanon’s short- and long-
term legal prospects, including the fact that the part of



Block 9 in which TOTAL, ENI, and Novatek are most interested
clearly lies well within Lebanon waters – even if one were to
accept Israel’s maximalist claims. That leaves plenty of room
for  at  least  a  short-term  compromise  that  would  allow
exploration in areas not subject to dispute while leaving more
difficult questions for a later time.

The quality of the information Lebanon has submitted to the UN
and other interested parties also gives significant weight to
its position, and in more than one way. The Lebanese side has
used original British Admiralty Hydrographic Charts – widely
recognized as the most accurate and authoritative available –
as the starting point for the southern boundary of its EEZ,
which lends even more credibility to its contentions. And by
fortunate coincidence, the Israelis have relied on that very
same source for their EEZ agreement with Cyprus (as have the
Cypriots for their deal with Egypt).

Even on the issue of accepting CIL, there are signs that
Israel  may  have  relaxed  its  objections.  In  a  March  2017
submission to the UN, the Israeli government said the dispute
should  be  resolved  “in  accordance  with  principles  of
international  law”.  The  missing  “the”  before  “principles”
indicates that Israel may well be trying to cherry-pick which
elements of CIL it wants to recognize, but the language offers
hope that it is ready to be more flexible. Given that there
may now be agreement between the parties on certain principles
of CIL regarding border delimitation, this could be an opening
for a Lebanese submission to the UN Secretary-General to ask
that he put forward a proposal.

Even  before  the  2017  submission,  there  were  already
indications of possible Israeli movement. In the December 2010
EEZ agreement between Israel and Cyprus, the preamble refers
to both provisions of UNCLOS and principles of international
law of the sea applicable to EEZs, even though Israel has
never recognized either UNCLOS or international law itself.
The same document also allows for review and modification if



this  is  necessary  in  order  to  facilitate  a  future  EEZ
agreement acceptable to “the three states concerned”, which
cannot be interpreted to mean anything but the signatories and
Lebanon.

This is not to pretend that the case is cut and dry. On one
issue in particular, Israel can be expected to stress that its
EEZ  Agreement  with  Cyprus  is  based  on  the  same  maritime
starting point that Lebanon used in its own EEZ agreement with
Cyprus, which was reached in 2007 but has not been ratified by
Parliament.  This,  however,  is  basically  the  only  gap  in
Lebanon’s legal armor in this case, and Beirut has several
strong arguments with which to close it: Lebanon could counter
a) that in line with the Article 18 of the Vienna Law of the
Treaties, which forms part of CIL, the 2007 EEZ agreement is
not valid and binding as it was never been ratified by the
Lebanese  Parliament;  b)  that  point  1  was  chosen  as  the
starting point for demarcation of the Cyprus/Lebanese EEZ in
order to avoid either implicitly recognizing Israel or giving
it a pretext for unilateral action; and c) that the line was



never intended to be a permanent one, just an interim solution
until a triple point is defined among itself, Cyprus, and
Israel.

In short, the average Lebanese needs to know that a well-
negotiated deal through third-party mediation or arbitration
would mean a far bigger victory for Lebanon than for Israel.
The latter, one should keep in mind, is already producing gas
from offshore fields, so opening up new ones represents only
an incremental gain, making delay less meaningful. Lebanon, by
contrast, has yet to start reaping such rewards at all, so the
impact  of  an  early  start  means  an  instantly  massive
improvement on the status quo; the sooner it can do so without
fear of Israeli aggression, therefore, the better.

There is always the possibility that Israel could seek to
short-circuit any diplomatic process in which it feels unable
to dictate the outcome. It might not even have to use military
force to achieve its ends, only to keep tensions high enough
so that no drilling can even take place.

Even a spoiling strategy could cost Israel dearly, however, by
further eroding its standing in the international community,
alienating key allies, and discouraging investment in its own
energy sector. A shooting war would be even worse for Israel,
especially since its vulnerable offshore gas facilities would
figure to be the highest-value targets of any conflict and
would  be  almost  impossible  to  defend.  It  is  difficult  to
imagine how any combination of Israeli political and military
objectives in Lebanon could justify losing these facilities,
which  constitute  one  of  the  Israeli  government’s  most
productive  cash  cows.

Once  again,  there  are  signs  that  Israeli  officials  have
performed similar calculations. Most conspicuous has been the
absence of Israeli drilling activity in the disputed areas: no
licenses have been issued for any of the Israeli blocks that
extend into waters claimed by Lebanon. At least for now, and



notwithstanding some of the more strident voices, most of
Israel’s leadership appears willing to take a wait-and-see
approach.

To keep expectations in line with realities, then, Lebanese
leaders need to be mindful of what they say in public. While
being as transparent as they can for domestic purposes, they
also must be politically astute to avoid compromising Beirut’s
negotiation position, sending mixed signals, and/or closing
diplomatic doors. Measured rhetoric is not a common feature of
the Lebanese political arena, but the country does have a
first-rate diplomatic service, so perhaps some resources could
be invested in a program of regular briefings seminars – for
the president, prime minister, speaker, all Cabinet ministers
and MPs, and relevant senior civil servants – on how to avoid
such missteps, whether at a press conference or a gala dinner.

Apart from maintaining a united front and keeping the public
informed,  the  other  priority  must  be  to  leave  no  stone
unturned in the search for a peaceful solution. This means
that in addition to the US and UN avenues, Beirut would do
well to enlist other participants as well, starting with the
home countries (France, Italy, and Russia) of the companies
forming the consortium that won the rights to Block 9. Then
there is the European Commission, which knows full well that
all of its member-states stand to benefit from the development
of an East Mediterranean gas industry, which would diversify
the sources of energy imports, improve the security of supply,
and even put downward pressure on prices, adding higher living
standards  and  greater  economic  competitiveness  for  good
measure.

All of these players could potentially help mediate a formula
that works for all concerned, but nothing is more important
than reanimating and extending the US mediation role. Whatever
one thinks of Washington’s credibility as an honest broker in
the Middle East, no other actor has its capacity to influence
Israeli decision-making – and so to create sufficient time and



space for diplomatic efforts to mature.

Roudi Baroudi is the CEO of Energy and Environment Holding, an
independent consultancy based in Doha, and a veteran of more
than three decades in the energy business.

New  Energy  era  for  Europe
“there for the taking”
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ATHENS:  Offshore  gas  from  the  Eastern  Mediterranean  could
usher  in  a  new  era  of  energy  independence  and  economic
renaissance for Europe, a regional energy expert told a high-
profile industry conference in Athens on Friday.

“Almost instantly, the flow of East Med gas into Europe would
mean  additional  diversification  and  flexibility  of  supply,
closely  followed  by  enhanced  competitiveness  for  European
industry, accelerated economic growth, and dramatic long-term
improvements for public finances,” Roudi Baroudi, a veteran of
more than 36 years in the oil and gas business, told the
Athens Energy Conference.

While “East Med gas would be more of a complement than a
competitor to supplies already flowing … from Russia” and
other countries, he explained, other factors were also likely
to help Europe diversify its energy supply, putting downward
pressure  on  prices  and  “reducing  the  potential  impact  of
possible interruptions elsewhere”.

Baroudi, who currently serves as CEO of Energy and Environment
Holding,  a  Doha-based  independent  consultancy,  has  advised
governments,  companies,  and  multilateral  institutions  on
energy matters, even helping to craft policy for agencies of
the European Union and the United Nations. Speaking on the
sidelines  of  the  conference,  which  drew  a  broad  audience
including senior figures from both the public and private
sectors, he said the timing “could not be better” for Europe.

“Shale  gas  has  made  America  another  energy  superpower
alongside Russia and OPEC, and liquefied natural gas is now a
fully fledged global commodity,” he said. “Plus, the East Med
producers will be sitting on Europe’s doorstep, and several
countries are already gearing up to start taking massive LNG



shipments. Decades of benefits for hundreds of millions of
people, all there for the taking.”
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And  expected  producer  countries  like  Cyprus,  Greece,  and
Lebanon,  Baroudi  added,  stand  to  gain  even  more.  “For  a
variety of historical reasons, most of these countries have
not yet achieved the levels of development enjoyed in most of
the  European  Union,”  he  told  the  conference.  “Given  the
potential rewards for their peoples, the governments involved
have  nothing  less  than  a  moral  responsibility  to  take
advantage of propitious circumstances by tapping the oil and
gas  wealth  within  their  respective  social,  economic,  and
geopolitical reaches.” Baroudi also has emphasized some of
East Med countries are not party to UNCLOS but all countries
are signatories to the UN Charter. Therefore, Baroudi reminded
that all these countries are under an obligation to “settle
their  international  disputes  by  peaceful  means  in  such  a
manner that international peace and security, and justice, are
not endangered.”

He also sounded notes of caution, however. For one thing, he
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stressed the need for producer countries to ensure proper
management  of  the  proceeds  from  gas  sales  to  pay  social
justice. For another, he reinstated on the same countries to
avoid international tensions that might impede development of
the sector.


